English










Read/watch the story of Superworm:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0keNDquvZEE talk
about what happens in the story.
Drawing: Superworm was lots of different
objects in the story so he could help: a swing, a
hoola hoop, a belt, a hat, a crane and a train etc.
What else could Superworm be? Draw a picture to
show us. If you’re in Reception, write about your
drawing to give us lots of information.
Rhyming Words: Match the rhyming words
together from the story on the additional sheet
provided.
Story Map: Create a Superworm story map by
drawing a series of pictures to show the events in
the story.
Drama: Act in role with some of your family
members to share your favourite scene from the
story.

Maths

Superheroes



Nursery and Reception
Weekly Learning Tasks for week
beginning 27.4.20





Key Text: Superworm by Julia
Donaldson
These tasks cover various skills
English, Maths, Creative and
Investigative.
We recommend completing 8 or more
of these tasks this week. Enjoy! 



Counting Skips: Superworm was a skipping rope how many number of skips can you do using a
skipping rope (or without) in one minute?
Measuring Distance: Superworm was a lasso - can
you create your own lasso and measure the
furthest distance you can lasso a chosen object
from?
Measuring Length: Make your own play-doh and
roll out different sized worms. Measure how long
they are and order them from shortest to
tallest/ thinnest to fattest! (See instructions to
make play-doh).
Counting Characters: How many times can you
count each creature in the illustrations? Eg: How
many worms/toads/bees/snails etc. can you see?
Write down the total number of each and then
see which crops up the most/least in the story!

Investigative

Creative


Wormery: Make your own plastic bottle wormery (see instructions
on separate sheet).



Cooking: Make your own Dirt Pudding Cups (see recipe on
separate sheet)



Yarn Worms: Create your own worm by using your fine motor
skills to wrap yarn around cardboard cut-out worms (you could cut
the worms out yourself first too!).



Mini Beast Hunt: Go on a mini-beast scavenger hunt when out
for your walk etc. Record what you find and share with us.

Drama: Make up your own song about Superworm and record it.
Superworm Tights: Stuff a pair of tights with paper/other
objects to make your own large scale Superworm!
Wiggly Lines: Follow the different wiggly lines on the additional
sheet provided using a chunky pen. Then cut along these wiggly
lines to practise your scissor skills.
Painting: Paint your chosen main character from the story.






Sensory Tray: Making a sensory tray to explore different
textures, smells and properties using cooked spaghetti, soil,
water, rubber hair bands etc.



Worm Facts: Watch this clip all about worms:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O40A-6Jmt4 Talk about
the facts you have found out. Can you find any more
information out about worms?





